Tunneling is often used to describe multiphoton ionization of rare gas atoms in infrared fields. We test the tunneling approximation and its nonadiabatic extension by measuring the unperturbed momentum distribution along the k direction of a circularly polarized light pulse. We find substantial, but not total, agreement between our results and the predictions of the model. As predicted, the k direction momentum distribution is Gaussian and its width increases with the square root of electric field strength. However, the width is 15% too large and we find no evidence of nonadiabatic effects as we approach the expected limits of the approximation. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.105.133002 PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm, 33.20.Xx, 33.60.+q Tunneling is a quintessential quantum mechanical process with no classical analogue. Introduced to describe essentially time-independent phenomena such as nuclear decay [1] , tunneling has proven extremely successful in quantitatively predicting total ionization probabilities of atoms or molecules in intense infrared laser pulses (e.g., [2] ). However, in linearly polarized light at 800 nm, the electric field changes from zero to its maximum value and back in less than 2 fs. Hence, the validity of tunneling at optical frequencies has been questioned theoretically [3, 4] . Recently, measurements of photoelectron energies have raised additional doubts [5] . On the other hand, angular streaking experiments suggest that tunneling is instantaneous compared to the time scale of optical frequencies [6] , and fully differential photoelectron distributions have been qualitatively interpreted by tunneling theory as an image of the orbital from which the electron emerged [7] .
Tunneling is a quintessential quantum mechanical process with no classical analogue. Introduced to describe essentially time-independent phenomena such as nuclear decay [1] , tunneling has proven extremely successful in quantitatively predicting total ionization probabilities of atoms or molecules in intense infrared laser pulses (e.g., [2] ). However, in linearly polarized light at 800 nm, the electric field changes from zero to its maximum value and back in less than 2 fs. Hence, the validity of tunneling at optical frequencies has been questioned theoretically [3, 4] . Recently, measurements of photoelectron energies have raised additional doubts [5] . On the other hand, angular streaking experiments suggest that tunneling is instantaneous compared to the time scale of optical frequencies [6] , and fully differential photoelectron distributions have been qualitatively interpreted by tunneling theory as an image of the orbital from which the electron emerged [7] .
To shed more light on this debate we perform a quantitative comparison of tunneling theory with experiment. We measure the intensity and wavelength dependence of photoelectron momentum distributions of single ionization of Ar and Ne using circularly polarized laser pulses. We find that the photoelectron momentum perpendicular to the laser field follows a Gaussian distribution whose width scales with intensity as predicted. The absolute width is in substantial, albeit not total, agreement with tunneling models. Our measured lateral expansion of the electron wave packet is % 15% larger than predicted. To test if this deviation arises from nonadiabatic corrections we have also repeated the experiment at different frequencies. In adiabatic tunnelling the laser field is treated as if it were a static field, time serving only as a parameter. It is rigorously valid for long wavelengths ( ( 1). Nonadiabatic tunnelling refers to deviations that arise at higher frequencies-when the field variation becomes too fast. We do not observe the wavelength scaling predicted by nonadiabatic tunneling [8, 9] . In fact, for the same laser intensity we measure the same width for electrons that tunnel at 800 and 1400 nm.
A rigorous test of the tunneling approximation must disentangle the influence of recollisions [10] -both low impact parameter recollisions and the multiple large impact parameter collisions that comprise Coulomb focusing [11] . Coulomb focusing modifies the lateral momentum distribution in linearly polarized light [12, 13] and it is essential to include it in a quantitative description of nonsequential double ionization [14] . As illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , an electron that ionizes in circularly polarized light does not reencounter its parent ion. After tunneling, the electron momentum distribution cannot be modified in the direction perpendicular to the plane of polarization. By measuring the perpendicular distribution we observe the nascent quantum mechanical uncertainty in momentum imposed by the tunnel. Circularly polarized light has two other major advantages. First, the large angular momentum suppresses resonantly enhanced multiphoton processes. Second, the field strength at which the electron tunnels can be measured via the momentum it gains in the plane of polarization [ Fig. 1(b) side profile] [15] . We will show that the accuracy in field measurement is enhanced by including the initial momentum distribution of the tunneled electron.
We use velocity map imaging (VMI) [16] to record a twodimensional projection of the three-dimensional photoelectron momentum distribution. For our measurements we used 15 fs 800 nm pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser system [17] ; and 70 fs 1400 nm pulses from an optical parametric amplifier. The beams were focused with an on-axis parabolic mirror with f ¼ 5 cm (f number 12.5 for 800 nm and f number 20 for 1400 nm). To ensure that the divergence of the focused beam did not influence our results, we performed experiments with different diameter beams (not shown). Our simulations [18] confirm that our results are not influenced by the changes in wave front curvature in the
week ending 24 SEPTEMBER 2010 focus (k distribution) [19] . Details of the system and our calibration procedure are described in [18] .
We now turn to the predictions that we test. The idea that tunneling could describe multiphoton ionization for long wavelength or high intensity pulses was introduced by Keldysh [20] . Using only three observables, i.e., the light frequency ! L , the laser electric field E, and the particle's binding energy A widely used model that describes the tunneling rate for atoms was introduced in the 1980's [21] . Known as the ADK model(for Ammosov, Delone, and Krainov), it predicts the ionization rate W in circularly polarized light scales as (in atomic units) [22, 23] 
Equation (1) assumes the perpendicular momentum of the tunneled electron is negligible. Any nonzero momentum of the tunneled electron perpendicular to the laser polariza tion p ? , can be interpreted as having effectively a higher I p and less chance for ionization [24, 25] . A first-order exponential expansion of the modified I p results in a Gaussian distribution of p ? centered at zero. Including the role of the initial bound state, we obtain the following expression for the perpendicular momentum distribution [26] ,
Here, c 0? is the momentum space electron wave-function projected perpendicular to the laser polarization. The Gaussian term acts like a filter function on the initial c 0? [7] . The measurable momentum distribution is predicted to have the form expðÀp
. It follows from the tunnel ionization rate that electrons predominantly ionize from orbitals aligned along the polarization axis [23] . This has been confirmed by experiment [27] . Equation (2) shows that, for a given I p , the width is the same in the plane of polarization and along the k direction [26] . We use the fact that the momentum distribution along the k direction is unaffected by the laser field and we measure it directly. In the plane of polarization, however, the free electron is driven along a classical trajectory by the strong laser field [10] . For long times after the laser pulse has disappeared, the distribution in this direction is centered at p k ¼ E=! L [28] [ Fig. 1(a)] .
A typical image of the momentum distribution of electrons is presented in Fig. 1(b) . The laser beam propagation is along z, and x is in the plane of polarization. Integrating the image along the polarization axis (top profile) leads to a Gaussian profile which is used to test Eq. (2). The integrated signal along the propagation axis (side profile) is used to extract the laser field value E at the moment of ionization.
The connection between the momentum distribution of the ions and the laser electric field at the moment-of-birth has been used before to estimate the laser field [15, 28] . To improve the fit to the measured electron momentum spectrum [ Fig. 2(a) ] it is necessary to include the initial quantum distribution of the electron in the plane of polarization. The agreement between the measurement and calculation is evidence that the initial distribution is important.
The data in Fig. 2 (a) were taken at approximately the saturation intensity for argon. For the geometry of a focused Gaussian beam, the interaction region can be divided into infinitesimal shells of constant intensity [15] . Since the pulse is short the atoms are essentially stationary during interaction with the laser and the electrons remain in the focus. As the laser pulse develops in time, the number of electrons from a particular geometrical shell varies with time. Saturation effects for single ionization are included in this model; higher order ionization is negligible for the intensities used in this experiment. The only fit parameters in the model are the laser intensity and total electron yield. Our model provides the differential electron yield 
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133002-2 distribution in the focus, dN=dE where N is the relative number of electrons and E is the laser field. For simplicity in plotting the data we attributed a value of E avg ¼ R E 0 0 E dN dE dE to each distribution where E 0 is the peak electric field. To a large extent E avg % E 0 for a pulse below the saturation intensity. For a pulse with peak intensity above the saturation limit E avg % E sat (that is, the field where approximately 40% of the particles are ionized [29] ).
Our experiment is in the regime % 1 so it is not clear that the electron can adiabatically follow the oscillating laser field. This is one assumption at the core of tunneling theory. Incorporating corrections for nonadiabatic effects introduces a wavelength dependence to the tunneling rate [8] and electron momentum spectrum [9] .
For direct comparison with Eq. (2) we have included the bound momentum distribution in the nonadiabatic theory. The bound electron distribution jc 0? j 2 is used to multiply Eq. (8) in Ref. [9] . In the nonadiabatic theory the momentum distribution scales with the laser wavelength as shown in the dashed curves of Fig. 3(a) .
The measurement of the wave packet width as a function of laser field in argon for both 800 and 1400 nm is presented in Fig. 3(a) . The data are plotted against predictions of Eq. (2) and the nonadiabatic theory. There is a substantial agreement between our data and the predictions of tunneling models. However, a deviation of about 15% remains. Our result shows that the width of the distribution perpendicular to the tunnel is only a function of the laser field and not the laser wavelength. The error bars include uncertainties in detector response, alignment and momentum calibration of the spectrometer, laser ellipticity, and numerical accuracy of the fit.
A similar result is obtained for neon in Fig. 3(b) . The width of the distribution expands with increase in laser field, however both existing theories predict different values for the absolute width of the measurement.
When we began this experiment we expected a major change in as ionization left the tunneling regime [30] [31] [32] . To test this hypothesis we used the second harmonic of the 800 nm pulse to ionize argon. The 400 nm, 50 fs pulse was also circularly polarized ( $ 2:5). While 400 nm ionization of argon is outside the region where tunneling is expected to be a valid approximation, we still measure a profile with a width that is similar to the values in the infrared. An example of a measured distribution for argon at 400 nm is shown in Fig. 4 where the inset is the measured 2D spectrum and the figure is integrated over p x . At this wavelength it was not possible to use the same intensity measurement method as in the infrared. We scanned the intensity over an estimated range 5 Â yield increased substantially with intensity, we found no systematic intensity dependence of the lateral profile. Additionally, the width of the lateral distribution lies in the same range as the measurements in the infrared. The peak intensity used for the measurement in Fig. 4 is estimated as ð2 AE 1Þ Â 10 14 W=cm 2 . The large uncertainty in the intensity arises from the combined uncertainty in the pulse duration and focal spot size.
In conclusion, the relation between the lateral and longitudinal momentum from tunneling models is accurate when circularly polarized light is used. This is very important. Tunneling is one of the simplest of quantum mechanical phenomena. It has the robustness on which technologies are built. If laser experiments are accurately described by tunneling, then multiphoton ionization becomes a reliable tool to probe molecules, much like an STM probes solids.
Our results imply there may be a deeper question that has not been explored. Is there a fundamental reason why the lateral momentum distribution is insensitive to the light wavelength for 0:58 1:53? We have shown that the experimental electron distribution for circularly polarized light is relatively consistent with tunnelling models. This contrasts with linear polarized experiments where significant deviations have been reported. We note that both experiments share the tunnelling step, but recollision only occurs for linear polarization.
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